
The OE1 Sit-to-Stand Table is a quietly versatile 
height-adjustable table with a residential 
aesthetic that was designed to fit comfortably 
into the home or office. Whether you want to 
create extra touch-down space in a team room, 
utilize the alcove in your hallway, or add a desk 
to your bedroom-now-home-office, this table is 
a perfect fit.

Benefits
•  Available in three shapes, the table has 

a residential feel that adds warmth and 
flair to the home or office without drawing 
attention to itself.

•  Smaller than our standard height-
adjustable tables, the OE1 Sit-to-Stand 
Table is thoughtfully sized and designed 
for spaces like hallways, bedrooms, 
kitchens, and meeting rooms.

•  With its powered height adjustability from 
a single power cable, the table delivers 
a smooth sit-to-stand experience. And it 
has optional USB-C power integrated at 
the surface, so nothing detracts from the 
table’s serene aesthetic.

Warranty 
Surface: 12-year, 3-shift  
Base: 5-year, 3-shift

 
Please visit hermanmiller.com/ 
warranty-terms for details.

hermanmiller.com/oe1-sit-to-stand-table
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Statement of Line

See how the OE1 Sit-to-Stand Table meets your environmental goals. 

View design solutions.

Sustainability

Planning Ideas

View our complete materials offering for the OE1 Sit-to-Stand Table.

Materials

1. Up/Down Pedal 
A powered foot-controlled pedal located in the base 
controls the up/down motion of the table surface.

2. Surface Shapes 
Available in three surface shapes: rectangular with round 
corners, rectangular with square corners, and round.

3. Color Choices 
The table base and column are available in 7 colors, 
including the new Cocoa color.

4. Wrap Screen  
Add an optional wrap screen to the rectangular table with 
a round corner surface.

5. Cable Management   
Cables are neatly managed by routing from the surface 
through a tab on the rear of the column and then to the 
floor.

6. Bag Hook  
Easily store items and keep them within reach using the 
built-in bag hook.

7. Power 
All OE1 Sit-to-Stand Tables are powered by a single cable 
in the table base that plugs into a standard power outlet. 
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For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.

Explore more product solutions for the OE1 Sit-to-Stand Table.
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OE1 Sit-to-Stand 
Table - Rectangular

OE1 Sit-to-Stand 
Table - Round

OE1 Sit-to-Stand Table - 
Rectangular with Wrap
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